The London Underground is also called The __ for short
The __ is where Shakespeare’s plays were performed
Established in 1247, Bethlem Royal Hospital gave rise to the term __
___ is the name of the bell, not the clock tower
West End’s __ Garden is between Charing Cross Road and Drury Lane
The Crown __ are housed in the Tower of London
William Wallace was the first to have his displayed on __ Bridge
__ Row is closely associated with men’s fashion and tailoring
This famed river runs through London
The Palace of Whitehall is located near __ Street
A famous London department store
The US Embassy is in Grosvenor’s Square in __
The __ Stone is on display in the British Museum
The National Archives has William the Conqueror’s __ book
The __ were held in London 1908, 1948 and 2012
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children owns the copyright to _____
St Paul’s __ is located at the top of Ludgate Hill
There are three __’s Needles - in New York, Paris and London
Sir Christopher Wren rebuilt 52 churches after the __ in 1666
GMT, or __ Mean Time, gets its name from London’s Royal Observatory
The O2 Arena was once the __ Dome
There is a Statue of Admiral Horatio Nelson in __ Square
Hyde Park and __ Gardens are contiguous but separate entities
Harry Potter’s platform 9 3/4 is located at this station
A copy of King John’s __ from 1215 is currently at the British Library
The __ Road Market is located in the Notting Hill district of London
__ Abbey is where the coronation of kings and queens of England occur
The Jack the Ripper murders took place in the __ district in 1888
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